UltraTech Spill Pallet Nestable 4 Drum With Drain - 1231

- Large sixty-six (66) gallon sump captures leaks and spills from steel or poly drums (4-drum capacity).
- Nestable design allows multiple pallets to be shipped (or stored) in a minimal amount of space.
- 100% polyethylene (LLDPE) construction - compatible with a broad range of chemicals, including acids and corrosives.
- Low-profile (10" height) makes drum handling safer and easier.
- 2-way forkliftable - provides easy positioning and relocation.

Spill pallets are big and bulky. They need to be so they can capture enough of a spill to meet the EPA and SPCC regulations. But that bulk gets very costly when multiple pallets are shipped or stored.

The innovative design of the Ultra-Spill Pallet – Nestable Model allows sumps to be perfectly nested to maximize valuable shipping and storage space. This can be a crucial advantage when shipping large quantities of spill pallets, especially overseas.